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We are here to examine an exceptional book, an illustrated parchment manuscript 

made in the early sixteenth century to inform readers about the history of Tewkesbury

abbey. It has acquired the name ‘The Founders’ Book of Tewkesbury Abbey’, with 

‘founders’ being meant in the extended sense of legal patrons and major benefactors, 

rather than just those who set the monastery up. Although this is not a historical title, 

it is appropriate enough. I won’t be able to say as much about the Founders’ Book as 

I’d like, but I hope I can persuade you that it offers a remarkable insight into the 

collective thought and interests of the monks. It does not necessarily offer an evenly 

balanced insight. Monasticism was and is primarily a religious phenomenon, and the 

Founders’ Book is neither a book of Christian ritual nor of devotion. Yet it is religious

in an extended sense, for the history of benefaction by great laymen and laywomen it 

recounts in its texts and images is an account of what made religion at Tewkesbury 

practically possible. From the pages of the book arise characters transfigured by the 

piety of their acts, and events pungent with this same piety. While the Founders’ 

Book certainly represents a selective and mythologised version of past events, it does 

so in a way that was normal in the middle ages. And, because many people today are 

suspicious of monasticism, it is important to recognise that it embodies a method of 

describing the past which was offered in good faith. While the Founders’ Book may 

look like a sort of propaganda for Tewkesbury abbey, the voice of its text is that of a 

monk speaking to other monks. It is not a cynical or Machiavellian voice. The book 

appears to have been made primarily for internal consumption, and if this is correct 

then its maker cannot be accused of misleading anyone for the sake of gain. The main

function of the manuscript seems to have been that of educating Tewkesbury’s monks
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about their abbey’s past, and making them better ambassadors for the monastery by 

doing so.

Let me build towards a detailed examination of the Founders’ Book by degrees. 

Tewkesbury abbey as it existed before the dissolution of the monasteries was one of 

those institutions which have shaped our view of how medieval England worked. It 

was solemn, prosperous, prestigious, and – of course – architecturally magnificent. It 

is hardly necessary to convince you on this last point: we have the church, with its 

stained glass, sculpture and furnishings, to remind us of what was once a far greater 

glory. For prestige in the period when the Founders’ Book was made, we need look 

no further than the conferral of parliamentary status on Tewkesbury’s abbots in 1518, 

and the grant, around the same time, of a coat of arms. Tewkesbury’s relative wealth 

is indicated by the fact that its annual income of £1598 made it eleventh wealthiest of

England’s monastic houses according to the survey of Church income conducted by 

Henry VIII’s government in 1535. It was wealthier that St Peter’s abbey at Gloucester

and any other monastic house in the diocese of Worcester, including Worcester 

cathedral priory. And its solemnity was manifest in the aura of religion it exerted, the 

state in which its abbot and other governors lived and travelled, the sense of a 

miniature paradise given by glimpses of vast Gothic buildings over its precinct wall, 

and, above all, its reputation for great age and heroic foundation. 

This point about the prestige of antiquity is clearly reflected by the Founders’ Book. 

In the late middle ages, much value was placed on the date at which a medieval 

monastery was founded. It was a point of great prestige which could have practical 

value: thus, we read of the Abbot of Glastonbury claiming precedence at Church 

councils in the late middle ages by virtue of representing the oldest religious house. 

By the fourteenth century, a list of foundation dates of English monasteries was 

circulating widely – copies survive in numerous manuscripts – which begins with the 

abbeys of Glastonbury (supposedly founded by joseph of Arimathea in A.D. 63) and 
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Westminster (supposedly founded by Lucius, king of the Britons, in A.D. 169), before

jumping forward to St Augustine’s abbey at Canterbury, founded in A.D. 598. The list

has several variants, but none documents more than five or six foundations before 

A.D. 715, the date given for Tewkesbury’s foundation in the Founders’ Book. Thus, 

Tewkesbury abbey claimed a place among England’s earliest Christian institutions.

Of course, the abbey as an independent and prosperous religious house was not as old

as all that. The date of 715 was invented at some point. At most, there was a small 

religious institution – probably secular rather than monastic – at Tewkesbury in the 

tenth century. We have no clear information about this, and no firm clues about its 

economy or culture. It was supposedly made subordinate to Cranborne abbey in 

Dorset in the late tenth century; a hierarchy reversed a century later when Robert 

Fitzhamon, an important Norman nobleman and soldier, was granted Tewkesbury by 

King William II and set about establishing a house of Benedictine monks there. The 

abbey’s foundation date is usually given as 1102, and referred to as a re-foundation of

the putative Anglo-Saxon monastery. It is from this point that a coherent and reliable 

history emerges, although it must be said that our knowledge of Tewkesbury abbey is 

disappointingly thin for such a large, wealthy institution. This is something it shares 

with other monasteries in the west of England. The quotidian records of account and 

the library and service books simply have not survived. Eastern English monasteries 

have generally fared better.

We do, at least, know that Tewkesbury had about 57 monks in the early twelfth 

century, and roughly the same number in 1534, on the eve of the dissolution. It is 

interesting to note that a census shows only 33 monks in 1494 and 58 forty years 

later. If the figures are trustworthy then some sort of recruitment drive was evidently 

conducted in the period when the Founders’ Book was made. Perhaps it was to 

educate new monks about their monastery’s history that the manuscript was put 

together. A slightly earlier history from Westminster abbey opens with the statement 

that it is useful, virtuous and sensible for religious men to know precisely what it is 
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that entitles their institutions to respect. The Founders’ Book would have answered 

this call tolerably well. 

However, it was hardly sufficient on its own. Medieval monasticism was thoroughly 

dependent on books of various kinds: a monastery simply did not work without them.

We have no idea how large the collection of books at Tewkesbury was: no library 

catalogue has come down to us, and there are only thirteen surviving books, eleven of

them manuscripts and two of them early printed books. The subject matter of a 

further five are known, although these volumes are lost. This meagre total can 

represent only a fraction of what there originally was. It is reasonable to estimate that 

the abbey owned several hundred manuscript books by the late middle ages, and 

perhaps more. St Augustine’s abbey at Canterbury owned nearly 2000 in the fifteenth 

century. While this was evidently exceptional, the fact is that Tewkesbury, like all 

other large Benedictine houses, would have needed enough liturgical books for the 

performance of a complex, ramified liturgy, full sets of the standard patristic 

commentaries on the Bible, a range of Scholastic texts, and a selection of scientific 

and historical works, homiletic, grammatical, legal, devotional, hagiographical, 

computistical, encyclopaedic and other sorts of texts, all in number and variety 

suitable to the education and spiritual requirements of its monks. The Founders’ Book

and the handful of other survivors – which include another history book, a missal, a 

psalter, several theological works and a copy of a standard encyclopaedia – thus 

represent the tip of a lost iceberg. 

This is a very regrettable state of affairs, but it is compensated for to some extent by 

the unusual and colourful nature of the Founders’ Book. I want now to turn to look at 

the manuscript in more detail. It is now kept in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, where

it has only been there for 80 years: before that it was in private ownership. I 

understand that a delegation from this parish recently went to Oxford to inspect it. 

Those of you who did will have some sense of the aura exerted by the original object.
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This aura is a phenomenon impossible to define or even rationally to discuss, but 

powerful enough when one is in the presence of the thing itself. Knowing what we do

about it, the book seems to exude an almost palpable air of ‘Tewkesbury-ness’. Not 

only is it all about local affairs, but it was evidently locally made: as noted, its text 

speaks with a local monastic voice; many and perhaps all of its images are based 

upon works of art that stood in the abbey church (I’ll return to that point); and its art 

is of a character that is intrinsically unlikely to have been procured far afield. If the 

Founders’ Book were full of very high quality illumination then one would be 

disposed to think it made elsewhere, as there is no evidence for the activity of 

professional artists in the early sixteenth century any closer than Bristol. But the 

artistry of the manuscript is of a sort that art historians have usually considered 

inferior, and to which terms such as ‘rough’, ‘amateurish’, ‘naïve’, ‘crude’ or ‘bad’. 

As such, the Founders’ Book doesn’t make it into general surveys of late medieval 

English book-painting. Of course, we recognise the character of the imagery as one of

the manuscript’s most appealing features, and there is no obligation on us to accept 

extenuating terms for it of the sort I just mentioned. The fact that the artist had no 

formal training produced appealing and interesting results. In any case, his approach 

to his work was certainly intelligent. He placed his images and heraldry where they 

would combine with the text so that they seem to – and indeed do – tell part of the 

story. The page designs and double-page ‘openings’, as scholars like to call them, 

were planned to look interesting and be memorable. We will see various examples of 

this as we go along.

The manuscript now has a modern binding, and looks rather unrevealing when first 

one opens its covers. Indeed, the first five leaves look a bit incoherent in their 

changes of neatness, script-style and shades of ink. The end of the manuscript has 

something of the same look about it. It is its illustrated core that gives the Founders’ 

Book its title. This core occupies most of the manuscript: of a total of 46 parchment 
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leaves, it comprises 37. The other 9 leaves have related but miscellaneous historical 

material on them. 

The scruffiest bit of the Founders’ Book is the verso side of its first leaf. This has 

various things written on it in various, not particularly neat, hands. Such a scruffy 

entré is quite common in medieval books, and occurs even where the artistry and 

handwriting are of high quality. Most of the notes relate to the manuscript’s post-

medieval ownership, although there is one about ancient possessions of Keynsham 

and Tewkesbury abbeys which is by the main, monastic scribe. There are other 

miscellaneous additions at the head of folio 2, and at the end, on folio 46. These are 

particularly interesting for including the name ‘Johannes Evesham’ in red, black and 

yellow. An erased inscription on folio 2 reads: ‘Johannes Ewisham hunc librum fecit 

fieri’ – ‘John of Evesham had this book made’. The name was presumably added 

when the book was being made, because yellow and red were both used in its 

illustration. There was a monk named John of Evesham at Tewkesbury at the end of 

the middle ages; he was pensioned off when the abbey was dissolved in January 

1540. Although the inscription only says he caused the manuscript to be made, it is 

also possible – although unverifiable – that he made it himself. If he didn’t then one 

must find another explanation why his name is written in red and yellow in random 

places on folio 46.

The main contents of the Founders’ Book are arranged in five distinct parts, or 

‘books’, as the monks called them. For the same of clarity, let me call these 

‘chapters’: I apologise if this seems anachronistic. These chapters all relate aspects of 

Tewkesbury’s history, but they are not continuous. Chapters 1, 2 and 5 evidently 

derive from longer texts, which were transcribed and gathered together in the early 

sixteenth century as adjuncts to the main, illustrated chronicle. As already noted, the 

manuscript as a whole is thus a compendium of historical material rather than a 

single, continuous work. However, although it is not seamless, it was unified from a 

functional point of view. The clearest evidence of this is a handful of cross-
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references between the first chapter, which contains information about the abbey’s 

twelfth-century history, and the main, illustrated chronicle (chapter 4). These cross-

references are identified in chapter 1 by symbols drawn in red, and in chapter 4 by the

same symbols and notes to ‘inquire in the first book where you find this symbol’. 

Chapters 1, 2 and 5 contain information about benefaction of the tenth to thirteenth 

centuries. It is interesting to see how the handwriting changes from chapter 1 to 

chapter 2. Evidently, John of Evesham or someone else wanted to register a change 

of historical key. The material in chapter 2 is about gifts made by Æthelweard Mæw, 

the founder of Cranborne Abbey c. 980, and his Ælfgifu and son Ælfgar. The writing 

is made to look older, and done in a lighter coloured ink, perhaps to suggest fading 

over time. Of course, chapter 2 was not really written earlier than chapter 1. It is 

hardly likely that an older text beginning halfway down a blank page was just lying 

about waiting to be used in the early sixteenth century. Anyway, the scribe 

occasionally slips up and uses late medieval conventions.

The material in these peripheral chapters cannot detail us long. This is a pity, as it is 

interesting. From chapter 1, for example, we read about the transfer of hegemony 

from Cranborne to Tewkesbury under the leadership of the Norman abbot, Gerald of 

Avranches. It is said that Gerald arrived in Tewkesbury before 1102, the traditional 

foundation date of the abbey, and found there a venerable and striking church. 

Several monks came with him, including one named Alfred, who was put in charge of

the construction of the new abbey. While the official transfer from Cranborne 

occurred in 1102, the abbey must have been some time in the building before this, as 

it had to accommodate 57 monks and their servants. This reminds us that foundation 

of a monastery, or any complex institution for that matter, was a protracted business, 

and that dates like ‘1102’ are largely symbolic. 

Chapter 2 begins with a list of relics given by Æthelweard Mæw, and must refer to 

Cranborne abbey rather than Tewkesbury. This is an interesting list, arranged in a 
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normal way. That is, it begins with relics of Christ and the Virgin Mary, then lists 

relics of other saints. As we see, it is not a full list, for the author breaks off after a 

while, stating that it is too time-consuming to write all of the donated relics down: 

‘que longum esset enumerare’, he writes. The items that are individualised are bound 

to seem curious, even quaint, to us. Things like the bed in which the Virgin Mary 

have birth to Christ and the cradle in which Christ lay as an infant are bound to catch 

our eye. However, such relics were common enough in English monasteries, and the 

really exceptional one is a relic of St Alexander. There are several saints of this name,

and none of them, to my knowledge, appears in any other English relic-list (I’ve 

made a study of these lists). Although there is no firm evidence, the saint referred to 

here is probably Pope Alexander I, who died in A.D. 115 and was only the sixth pope 

in a line from St Peter. The relics are interesting to us because there is a reasonable 

chance that Abbot Gerald brought some or all of them with him to Tewkesbury.

Chapter 3 is a transcript of a single document, headed ‘Magna carta Tewoxburie’. It

is illustrated with a painting of William, 2nd Earl of Gloucester, in whose name it was

drawn up. It is a plenary reconfirmation of the abbey’s property and privileges of the 

sort which all monasteries had to seek periodically from their patrons. In this case, 

the charter would have been sort by the monks immediately on the death of William’s

father Robert, first earl and an illegitimate son of King Henry I (he died in 1147), and

in essence the text probably dates to this time, although there are interpolations. 

Unlike chapter 2, no effort was made here to insinuate the antiquity of the document: 

the handwriting is in a late medieval style. Incidentally, the seemingly eccentric 

spelling ‘Tewoxburie’ in the heading is an instance of the inconsistency of late 

medieval spelling, particularly of place- and personal names. More than a dozen 

spellings of ‘Tewkesbury’ are found in the middle ages: the name of the place is as 

variously spelled as ‘Shakespeare’.
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This short chapter segues neatly into the heart of the Founders’ Book, chapter 4. It 

introduces a pictorial sequence of 25 figural images, representing the lords of the 

manor of Tewkesbury and their wives, who were the patrons of the abbey and, from 

the early twelfth century at least, magnates of national significance. These images are

accompanied by over 100 coats of arms, which represent the heraldry of the various 

lords and the families they married into. There are so many shields that an early 

modern reader characterised the manuscript as ‘a book of arms’ rather than a history 

of the patronage of Tewkesbury abbey. As such, there are three distinct types of 

‘language’ used in the book: the history of the patrons of Tewkesbury is revealed in 

text, images and – for those who could construe it – heraldry. The three types of 

language are frequently combined in striking, carefully planned units. We will see 

some of these as we progress through the Founders’ Book. 

Chapter 4 is a self-contained chronicle which begins with the putative Anglo-Saxon 

foundation of Tewkesbury abbey in 715 A.D. and concludes with the births of the 

duke of Clarence’s children: Clarence, as earl of Warwick, was lord of Tewkesbury 

from 1471 until his execution – let’s believe it was in a butt of Malmsey wine – in 

1478. The text was probably composed around 1480, and if so then chapter 4 of the 

Founders’ Book is a late copy of an account that already existed in one or more 

manuscripts. The monks and their abbots have very little role in chapter 4, except as 

receivers of gifts and enablers of the spiritual ambitions of their patrons. The text 

works its way seriatim through the lords of Tewkesbury, giving potted biographies 

and, often, indications of their character and appearance. Emphasis is placed on the 

gifts they gave the monks, the chantries they founded in the abbey church, and the 

chapels and tombs they built. For a Tewkesbury monk, a real virtue of such an 

account was its demonstration of the consistent and generous interest which some of 

England’s most powerful barons displayed towards his monastery. The whole book is 

in a certain sense an account and advertisement of social capital. The support of 
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wealthy and powerful laymen and women – in this case, earls of Gloucester and 

(later) Warwick as well as lords of the manor of Tewkesbury – was something 

medieval monasteries relied on for their material security and were thus always eager 

to advertise. The association was protective and prestigious, and the patrons expected 

it to be advertised.

I don’t have time to discuss everything contained in chapter 4, and will restrict myself

to some important themes. The chronicle begins strikingly on the verso of folio 8 

with the figures of (to quote the caption) ‘Oddo and Doddo, two Mercian dukes and 

first founders of Tewkesbury’. Their putative role as founders is signified by the 

diminutive model churches they hold. The text on the adjacent page explains that 

these pious and honest men, of excellent descent and full of virtue, founded the abbey

on their own estates in 715. The founded it on the site of a hermitage occupied by a 

solitary named Theocus – thus the Latin ‘Theokusburie’, for Tewkesbury, i.e. the 

borough or settlement of Theocus. What happened to this obscure gentleman when 

the abbey was erected – whether he was offered a new role as part of the monastic 

community or turfed out – is not stated. In any case, the whole story is a pious 

invention on someone’s part, for there is no evidence that this Doddo ever existed, 

and extremely little probability that an abbey existed at Tewkesbury in the early 

eighth century. The derivation of ‘Theokusburie’ from ‘Theokus’ smacks of folk-

etymology: we find something similar at Evesham, said to have been named after a 

farmer called ‘Eoves’. Such fanciful topynyms pop up all over England: for example, 

Colchester, the fortified town of King Coel; Leicester, supposedly Lier-cestre, the 

stronghold of King Lier, and so on.

The image of Oddo and Doddo is worth dwelling on for a moment, because it 

suggests the perceived importance of imagery to the purposes of John of Evesham 

and his fellow monks. In saying this, it is important to know that most medieval 

chronicles were not illustrated, and where they were the illustration was confined to 
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one or two pictures. The Founders’ Book is very remarkable in the quantity and 

principles of its illustration. Here, the two men, clad in armour and heraldic surcoats, 

flank a tree (apparently a pine-tree, although there were no pines growing in England 

at the time; it is perhaps intended for an oak) with a shield of their arms hanging from

it. As noted, the date of 715 is a fiction; but neither the monks nor their readers knew 

this, and the anachronisms are thus striking. The plate armour, with round-toed 

sabatons to protect the feet, is manifestly of the Tudor age. Moreover, nobody had a 

coat of arms in 715: we have to wait until the twelfth century for that. I do not know 

whether these anachronisms would have been obvious to people living in the early 

sixteenth century. But in any case, we need not consider the anachronisms naïve or 

evidence of a poor grasp of history. These figures are persuasive simply by virtue of 

colourful, physical presence. 

In part, their job is to initiate the roll of arms (one calls any developed sequence of 

heraldry in a medieval manuscript a ‘roll’) that flows through the pages of the 

manuscript from this point onwards like a sort of life-blood. Eventually, chapter 4 

morphs into pure heraldic display – no figural imagery and no text apart from 

labels. A heraldic key has been provided by the artist so that viewers who were not 

experts in heraldry could make sense of the very complex escutcheon of Edward, 

17th early of Warwick. The gold engrailed cross on a red field attributed to Oddo and 

Doddo appears like a leitmotif throughout the book’s armorial roll is the gold: it 

appears at the end in this complex shield and is labelled as such in the heraldic key.

The high value given to the heraldry in the Founders’ Book presumably helps to 

explain the prominence of female as well as male figures in the iconography. The 

representation of women advertises the root cause of the multiplication and 

increasing complexity of the heraldry; that is, through intermarriage of the lords of 

Tewkesbury with various armigerous families. Already on folio 10 verso we find the 

Anglo-Saxon Æthelweard Mæw shown together with his spouse Algiva: the pair 

hold a model church to signify their foundation of Cranborne abbey, to which they 
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gave those relics I mentioned before. As noted, Æthelweard lived in the tenth century,

before heraldry was invented; but heraldry has been attributed to him nevertheless in 

the form of six gold birds on a blue ground, with a gold bar. This is shown on the 

surcoat he wears rather than a shield. Perhaps birds were included by whoever 

invented his heraldry because it was known that his name, Mæw, means ‘seagull’ in 

Late Old English. To help make the point about female representation, I’m also 

showing you Robert, first earl of Gloucester, and his wife Mabilia, who hold three 

model churches between them. These are post-Conquest figures, of the twelfth 

century. Robert founded St James’s priory in Bristol and made it subordinate to 

Tewkesbury: the models refer to this foundation and this patronage. 

Similarly, William, 2nd earl of Gloucester, is shown with his wife Hawise. We have

already seen William at the head of chapter 3 with the Magna Carta of Tewkesbury; 

here he is shown with his wife holding a model which probably signifies Keynsham 

abbey, south-east of Bristol, which he founded, and which he favoured over 

Tewkesbury for his burial. 

Later on in chapter 4, two illustrations are devoted to Isabella Despenser, a countess 

of Warwick who paid for the still-existing Warwick (or Beauchamp) chantry chapel 

on the north side of the presbytery. A proportionately large amount of text is also 

devoted to Isabella. The images are contextually unusual, because rather than 

showing a patron in a symbolic way, holding a symbolic object and abstracted from 

an identifiable location, they show Isabella involved in narrative action: first, praying 

to a statue of the Virgin and Child in a Gothic niche, and secondly, lying on her 

death-bed, attended by Abbot Bristol. Isabella gets a lot of attention in the chronicle 

because the sources for her were rich compared with what the monks had for earlier 

patrons, and also because she had given a lot to the monks within living memory 

(remembering that the text of the chronicle was composed c. 1480).  
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These images of women do not only relate to the heraldry. For the modern viewer, 

and doubtless for the medieval monk, too, they suggest the importance of women as 

patrons of monasteries; as both general supporters and financial contributors. They 

were also builders, for they routinely organised and paid for the tombs and chantry 

chapels of dead husbands. Isabella Despenser did this for her first husband, just as 

Elizabeth, wide of Edward II Despenser, had built the Trinity chapel on the south side

of the high altar in the church. The monk-author of the chronicle is explicit about all 

of this: behind every great man – or almost every one – was a great woman. 

This is nowhere more clearly expressed than in the image on folio 13 recto, 

representing Robert Fitzhamon and his wife Sibyl, who was a daughter of an earl of

Shrewsbury. The image of husband and wife as joint-agents in the enterprise of re-

founding the abbey is neatly expressed by their shared custody of a large model 

church. This was an important image for the makers of the book, for the figures are 

shown full-length, standing and occupying the whole page, just as Oddo and Doddo 

are. It is fairly clear that from this that the Anglo-Saxon first founders and the Anglo-

Norman re-founders of Tewkesbury were considered to be of surpassing importance 

to the monks. There is no suggestion that Sibyl was regarded as inferior due to her 

sex. The text makes it clear that Robert re-founded Tewkesbury at the insistence of 

Sibyl, and also of Abbot Gerald of Cranbourne: it certainly reads as if she was 

zealous for the cause before her husband. And, with regard to this image, she is if 

anything more eye-catching that Robert. She is slightly taller, and the style and 

colours of her costume is brighter and more interesting. The costume is datable to c.

1500-1520: after this, gabled headdresses persisted, but the lappets became shorter. If 

the artist of the Founders’ Book was representing closely contemporary costume then 

we are safe to date his work, and the manuscript in toto, to the first quarter of the 

sixteenth century, and indeed this seems the safest thing to do.
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Besides these ‘pendant’ illustrations showing two figures in pictorial and symbolic 

equilibrium, there are sixteen single figures of individual lords of Tewkesbury – 

mostly Clares, Despensers and Beauchamps. They include King John, who was a 

sometime earl of Gloucester and thus lord of the manor. 

[Now FOUR slides in succession: 1; 2; 3; 4.

In conclusion, let me briefly say something about the artistic sources on which the 

Founders’ Book’s makers drew. For heraldry, they had a roll of arms actually in roll 

form, which is also today at the Bodleian Library. I’m sorry I don’t have any other 

image of it to show you than this one, which I’ve scanned from the book on 

Tewkesbury edited by Richard Morris and Ron Shoesmith back in 2003. This roll 

also has a chronicle of the abbey written on it, although not so detailed as chapter 4 of

the Founders’ Book (it breaks off at the year 1400). But the quality of its armorial 

illustration is of a higher standard. It must be the source for the heraldry in the 

Founders’ Book because it includes the heraldic key I mentioned before, explaining 

the charges of the most complicated escutcheons. Such a feature is extremely rare. 

This roll was made after 1475, probably soon after, and must have been 

commissioned by the monks, otherwise it wouldn’t have a chronicle of the abbey on 

it.

More interesting, perhaps, to a Tewkesbury audience is the use the artist made of 

sculpted figures which formerly occupied niches on the Beauchamp/Warwick 

chantry chapel. The sculptures were smashed, presumably in the mid-sixteenth 

century, perhaps in the mistaken belief that they represented saints. A mistake of this 

sort would be understandable, as we would expect saints on a chantry chapel. But in 

fact, the niches – or some of them at least – accommodated brightly painted stone 

images of the lords of Tewkesbury. We know this because fragments of them were 

dug near the chapel when the abbey was being restored in the 1870s. A couple of 
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them still have bases with inscriptions that identify them as lords; various others can 

be matched with figures in the Founders’ Book. Because the chapel was built in the 

1420s or 1430s, its sculptures will not have been the source for all of the book’s 

imagery. However, it does seem to have provided a model for much of it.

[Now two slides in succession: compare features.]

1; 2.

I leave this fascinating manuscript with the observation that, if we are prepared to 

set aside the aesthetic scruples learned into us by a culture that both fetishizes the 

highest quality art and accepts it as a norm from which any deviation is to be 

deplored, then the Founders’ Book emerges as one of the most attractive and 

interesting historical manuscripts to have survived from late medieval England. It is 

of national importance, partly because the abbey and its patrons were so, and partly 

because it gives a rare, multifarious insight into the hearts and minds of medieval 

monks which does not privilege religion but rather relations with the laity. Ideally, it 

would be kept here; but I doubt the Bodleian will give it up. In any case, a facsimile 

of chapter 4 is planned, and if that comes to pass then everyone will have access to 

this fascinating object. 
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